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What is Ptable?

• Ptable is a website that offers a free, layered, and interactive periodic 
table.

• The main page displays the periodic table, which you can click to get 
Wikipedia definitions.

• You can learn about the 18 groups of elements, interactively explore 
16 properties and their sub-properties, view images of orbitals, list 
selected or all isotopes, and iterate compounds, plus much more.

• It is an amazing educational website for young kids to learn the 
elements and older kids to help them with their chemistry classes.



Ptable in Education

• Ptable is awesome for kids truly interested in chemistry or who have a 
parent who wants to get them interested.

• The sheer quantity of information about each element, from atomic 
number to abundance in the universe, is quite enough, but then add 
color codes, dynamic and interactive data, links to a complete set of 
videos and podcasts from distinguished sources, and striking and 
orderable images and posters, and you've got a website with some 
serious depth.



Creator of Ptable

• Michael Dayah created the Ptable in October 1997, which holds 
copyright and trademark for its creation but is free to all for the use 
and application.

• Ptable, in Dayah's own words, makes "Mendeleev's creation come 
alive.“

• One can also install for computer or mobile and work offline. It also 
supports iOS and Android based devices and is quite adaptable.



How to get started with Ptable on Computer?





PROPERTIES - It displays the physical and chemical properties of the elements



ELECTRONS - It displays the number of electrons in the orbitals and 3D structure of the elements



ISOTOPES - It displays the number of isotopes formed and various isotopic properties of the elements



COMPOUNDS - It displays the number of compounds formed and various matches for the selected elements











How to add on Phone/ Phablet/ Tablet?







THANK YOU


